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21 Tips to Speaking With Soul and Success 
 
Preparing for Your Talk 

❏   Start by creating an attention-grabbing title for your presentation—you’ll want 
this to be free of jargon, specific and describe the benefit of your talk (Some title 
examples that work well: How to _____ So You Can _______, 5 Secrets/Tips/Keys 
to _______).  
 

❏   Prepare 3-5 main points for your talk. Never make a point without sharing a story, 
and never share a story without making a point.  
 

❏   Put your offer in the middle of your talk when you have the attention of your 
audience, not at the end when people expect it. 
 

❏   Key parts to practice to avoid sounding nervous: your opening, your offer in the 
middle, your closing. 
 

❏   When structuring your talk, remember to share client and personal examples 
throughout to show what’s possible for your audience and how they can take 
this work further with you. 
 

❏   Choose an outfit you feel powerful and wonderful in. 
 

Right Before Your Presentation 
❏   Arrive early and claim the space where you will be speaking. 

 
❏   Rearrange anything that doesn’t support you. 

 
❏   If there’s time, practice your opening from the “stage.” 

 
❏   Introduce yourself to members of your audience before you give your talk to 

break the ice. 
 

❏   Channel your nervous/excited energy into confidence.  
 
Power Tip: Take time to go to a private space (a bathroom stall is great) before  
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you give your talk to jump up and down, put your body in the powerful “X” 
posture and give yourself empowering self-talk such as: “I’m awesome & 
amazing! They can’t wait to hear what I have to say! I can’t wait to get out 
there and share my message!” You may feel ridiculous doing this the first time. 
But, seriously, it works. J 
 

❏   Be sure and stand near the stage when you’re being introduced. 
 

During Your Presentation 
❏   It’s OK to use notes or an outline during your presentation. 

 
❏   Take your time throughout your talk: pause – breathe – and remember you are 

in charge! 
 

❏   Remember to seed throughout your presentation the results clients have 
received from working with you as well as examples from your own life. 
 

❏   Offer a free gift to your audience members during your talk, as a way to give 
them even more value AND to get them on your email list. (Be sure and pass out 
forms—or have an assistant pass them out—for each person to fill out.) 
 

❏   For each presentation, focus on one thing you want to master. 
 

❏   Remember it’s not a performance, it’s about YOU connecting with your 
audience. 
 

❏   Let your audience members know you will be available at the back of the room 
for questions after your presentation. 

 

After Your Presentation 
❏   Very Important: Follow up with audience members with an email giving them 

your free gift and be sure to offer the opportunity to have a free consultation or 
discovery session with you. 
 

❏   Super Tip: Call each person to connect with them personally after your talk! 
Thank them for coming and ask, “What was a key takeaway for you?” You can 
also extend the offer again for your complimentary consultation. 
 


